PROPOSAL 29
5 AAC 01.620. Lawful gear and gear specifications.
Allow use of drift gillnets to harvest salmon for subsistence uses throughout Prince William Sound, as follows:

We seek to allow subsistence salmon fishing using drift gillnet gear throughout Prince William Sound concurrent with commercial fishing openers and on Saturdays from 6am until 10pm.

What is the issue you would like the board to address and why? The Prince William Sound legal subsistence gear type is tied to the legal commercial gear type in each fishing district. This gear type seems unnecessarily restrictive when you consider that the household harvest potential is already capped through maximum catch. Most subsistence users in PWS utilize gillnets and don’t have the option to utilize seine gear in districts where seine is the legal commercial gear type. We would like subsistence users to be allowed access to the entire Prince William Sound with gillnet gear to support subsistence opportunity in areas where a harvestable surplus is available and underutilized by subsistence users.
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